
DATA USE CONSENT  

This consent form gives your permission to integrate your Commander Dealer Management 
System from MIC Systems & Software, Inc. (MIC) to the Polaris Report and Planning Systems of 
Polaris Industries 

 

Dealership Name:   

Contact Person:           

Phone:    Polaris Dealer Number:  

Address:         

City:                                                                           State:   Zip:  
 
Dealership hereby authorizes Polaris to obtain all Polaris related data from the Commander (MIC) Dealer 
Management System (“Data") as Polaris determines necessary to produce certain statistical reports, 
including, without limitation, point of sale, service and inventory reports for Polaris Industries, Inc. and 
its relevant affiliates (hereinafter "Polaris") . Dealership understands that such reports provided to 
Polaris will include the Data (including Dealer identifiable Data and consumer identifiable Data). 
Dealership specific data will never be shared with another dealer, only at an aggregate level and never 
identifiable to a dealer. 
 
Dealership also understands and agrees that the Data may be aggregated (including aggregations with 
the data of other clients) to create other statistical reports that Polaris may share with third parties. 
Dealership also understands that data related to its parts inventory stocking levels at the dealership will 
be shared with other dealers to facilitate the Parts Locator functionality which allows for dealers to 
contact each other to transfer stock between each dealership. The only information shared with another 
dealer will be exact quantity requested by the other dealer. The price at which the two dealers transfer 
stock between each other is entirely up to the discretion of the participating dealers. 
Except as set forth herein, neither Polaris nor MIC shall not disclose any Data specific to an individual 
consumer, or any Data which specifically identifies the Dealership, to any third party. 

By (signed): ________________________________________________________  Date:  _________________________   

Title:  _____________________________________________________  

Printed name: __________________________________________   
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